Ruby master - Bug #10582

String#chomp strips off more newlines than its documentation states
12/09/2014 02:32 AM - javawizard (Alex Boyd)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status:</th>
<th>Closed</th>
<th>Priority:</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Assignee:</th>
<th>zzak (Zachary Scott)</th>
<th>Target version:</th>
<th>2.2.0</th>
<th>Backport:</th>
<th>2.0.0: DONE, 2.1: DONE, 2.2: DONTNEED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Description**
Given an empty string as its parameter, String#chomp strips off as many trailing newlines as are present, plus a preceding carriage return if one exists:

```
irb(main):001:0> "foo\n\n\n".chomp
=> "foo\n\n"
irb(main):002:0> "foo\n\n\n".chomp ''
=> "foo"
irb(main):003:0> "foo\r\n\n\n".chomp ''
=> "foo"
```

This should either be mentioned as part of String#chomp's documentation, or removed.

**Associated revisions**

Revision b27d06d3 - 02/25/2015 05:18 AM - usa (Usaku NAKAMURA)
merge revision(s) 48747: [Backport #10582]

```
* string.c: [DOC] Add missing documentation around String#chomp.
  Patch by stderr [ci skip][fix GH-780]
```

git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/branches/ruby_2_0_0@49733 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision 49733 - 02/25/2015 05:18 AM - usa (Usaku NAKAMURA)
merge revision(s) 48747: [Backport #10582]

```
* string.c: [DOC] Add missing documentation around String#chomp.
  Patch by stderr [ci skip][fix GH-780]
```

Revision 51e8c819 - 03/09/2015 05:38 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
merge revision(s) r48747,r48772: [Backport #10582]

```
* string.c: [DOC] Add missing documentation around String#chomp.
  Patch by stderr [ci skip][fix GH-780]
```

git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/branches/ruby_2_1@49911 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision 49911 - 03/09/2015 05:38 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
merge revision(s) r48747,r48772: [Backport #10582]

```
* string.c: [DOC] Add missing documentation around String#chomp.
  Patch by stderr [ci skip][fix GH-780]
```

**History**

#1 - 12/09/2014 02:49 AM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
- Assignee changed from matz (Yukihiro Matsumoto) to zzak (Zachary Scott)
- Target version set to 2.2.0
- Category set to doc
- Status changed from Open to Assigned
#2 - 12/09/2014 12:27 PM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)
I merged https://github.com/ruby/ruby/pull/780

#3 - 12/09/2014 08:47 PM - javawizard (Alex Boyd)
Looks good to me. Thanks!

#4 - 01/27/2015 12:20 PM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)
- File 780.patch added
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed
- Backport changed from 2.0.0: UNKNOWN, 2.1: UNKNOWN to 2.0.0: UNKNOWN, 2.1: REQUIRED, 2.2: DONTNEED

#5 - 01/27/2015 12:35 PM - usa (Usaku NAKAMURA)
- Backport changed from 2.0.0: UNKNOWN, 2.1: REQUIRED, 2.2: DONTNEED to 2.0.0: REQUIRED, 2.1: REQUIRED, 2.2: DONTNEED

#6 - 02/25/2015 05:18 AM - usa (Usaku NAKAMURA)
- Backport changed from 2.0.0: REQUIRED, 2.1: REQUIRED, 2.2: DONTNEED to 2.0.0: DONE, 2.1: REQUIRED, 2.2: DONTNEED

ruby_2_0_0 r49733 merged revision(s) 48747.

#7 - 03/09/2015 05:39 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
- Backport changed from 2.0.0: DONE, 2.1: REQUIRED, 2.2: DONTNEED to 2.0.0: DONE, 2.1: DONE, 2.2: DONTNEED

Backported into ruby_2_1 branch at r49911.

Files
780.patch 1.79 KB 01/27/2015 hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)